The research presented here is the first part of my ongoing study examining the main challenges of online banking, focusing particularly on cyber security and related issues. The Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) and its main features of perceived usefulness and usage intentions are put to a test. It also uses the modified TAM model to further test the adaptation of online banking by different generations of users. The present research contributes to the existing literature on the subject and enhances knowledge and understanding of the users’ behaviour from a generational perspective.

INTRODUCTION

Online Banking swiftly became an integral part of everyday life. It all started back in the 1980s, when the first internet banking was introduced in the US, which reached millions of online banking users by 2001 and 54 million households by 2009 (Online banking report, 2012). Most major banks now offer internet banking to their customers as part of their standard services free of charge, enabling them to remotely access their accounts from anywhere in the world.

In this work, online banking is seen as banking done via the internet and this involves a range of various transactions from checking an account balance to making investments.

The growth and success of online banking depends on customers accepting and adopting these practices. Despite the growth of online banking users there is some evidence (Robinson, 2000) that not everyone becomes a regular online banking user as some prefer traditional banking practices. There are different reasons for this, but unless the services provided meet individual needs and actually get used, there is going to be no real benefit of the existence of such services to real customers.

Online banking allows banks to reduce costs, increase market penetration and also to attract new customers. However, some issues, especially related to the online fraud tarnish the idealistic picture of online banking and cost banks billions of dollars (ABA, 2016). According to the American Banking Association (2016) the majority of losses come from debit card fraud and cheque fraud (66 and 32% respectively) with only about 2% of fraud coming from online banking. They also report increase in the attempted online banking fraud and the fact that the actual numbers of the affected customers remain quite low due to the sophisticated systems developed and adopted by the banks. However, the public opinion of the safety of online banking has been affected by these cases of fraud (Dunn, 2006).

With the introduction of smartphones, enabling people to access their banks via their phones, an era of mobile banking started and continues to grow. It has been estimated that a whopping 2.87 billion people worldwide will be smartphone users by 2020 (Statista.com, 2016). Identity theft, however, continues to grow and with the usage of smartphones it becomes an increasing worry for more than 45% people in the UK (Statista.com, 2015).

The rise of the online banking has lead to the closure of many bank branches, and, according to the Federation of Small Business (2017) more than 53% of bank branches were closed in the UK since 1989, with only 8,000 remaining across the country. The speed and scope of these closures raised numerous concerns, as often people and businesses (especially small and medium size ones) were
left vulnerable to such closures. This lead to a new banking industry protocol being agreed in 2015 (BBA, 2015), which was further enhanced with new requirements summarised in the Access Standard in 2017. The main focus of the latest document is communication with users of bank services.

As a result of these changes, new kind of banks appeared. Firstly, there has been a rise of direct banks, that operate through internet and their customer base is expected to achieve 157 million worldwide by 2020 (Statista, 2016a), Secondly, it is so called ‘challenger’ specialist banks, which are on the rise in the UK and which thrive on innovations in the banking sector. Another new development that is currently in discussion is so called ‘Open banking’, which would require banks to share information about their customers via new technologies, which potentially will open the market to new competitors able to provide more customised, finely tailored financial services.

Much, of course, remains unclear in the world of fast moving technological advances and innovation. However, as a recent report produced by PWC (2017) on the role of these new banks in the future of banking concluded, that not only costs and digital products, but also customer experience and customer services will determine the future of the banks and the industry.

Therefore, it appears very timely and important to examine the needs and views of the customers of online banking to be able to better understand what attracts them to specific financial service providers and what concerns and issues they have over the current services received by them.

Moreover, there is a growing evidence that new generations are more inclined to use new technology than older ones. Therefore, this study focuses on different generations of online banking users to understand various factors which influence their acceptance of online banking.

**LITERATURE REVIEW**

**Technology Acceptance Model**

Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) is one of the most widely used models explaining the individual’s acceptance and use of technology. This model was introduced by Davis (1989) and is based on the theory of reasoned action (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980), which is particularly focused on behaviour and also separates intention from the action. TAM identifies ease of use and perceived usefulness as two main factors that lead to the actual use of technology. These two factors are then also influenced by external factors, i.e. cultural, social and political (Surendran, 2012). The user’s evaluation of these factors leads to the attitude towards the acceptance of technology and thus is crucial for the adaptation of new systems.

![Figure 1. TAM as per Davis (1989).](image-url)
Perceived Ease of Use represents effortless and easy use of a particular system, while Perceived Usefulness is to do with the enhancement of job performance by the system.

TAM has been used in various studies and proved to be quite successful in explaining the adaptation of new technology by various users. There are also many variations and modifications of this model, one of which is called TAM2 (Venkatesh & Davis, 2000) and includes new external factors affecting perceived usefulness and intention to use.

**Perceived Credibility.**

There are numerous academic studies conducted in the recent years on the factors influencing the adoption of online banking by the users. Privacy and security concerns have been highlighted by many studies (Cranor et.al., 1999; Giglio, 2002; Pikkarainen, 2018) as one of the major barriers for the adoption of online banking. It was also found (Howcroft et.al, 2002) that customers have much weaker confidence in technology than in the banks, which provide the services.

There are, of course, many security concerns surrounding the use of Internet as with the growing digital footprint of personal presence in the virtual space it is inevitable that some information leaks out one way or another. Therefore, it is understandable how this would affect the sense of security and privacy. However, this study is only concerned with the security and privacy related issues of the online banking technology used, and attitudes towards the providers of these technologies and services.

Tan and Teo (2000) performed a survey of mainly male users and identified the following key factors affecting the adaptation of online banking: risk, compatibility, relative advantage and trialability. The survey was based on two theories: innovation diffusion (Rogers, 1985) and planned behaviour (Ajzen, 1985).

Risk is of particular interest for this study as increased risk (or perception of it being high) affects sense of security and also trust in the online banking and, as was confirmed by some studies (Chung & Paynter, 2002), negatively affects acceptance of the online banking practice.

Security concerns were also found as one of the main reservations for adopting and using online banking on a regular basis (Siu & Mou, 2005), which affects trust in the system and also in the provider of the service (Suh & Han, 2002).

Below is the summary of the mentioned above and other factors that affect consumers’ adaptation of online banking.
These factors were amongst those that did not allow direct banks to properly take off as many customers still need “the reassurance of visiting their branches” (Hosein, 2009: 54). Wang et. al. (2003) also identified security and privacy concerns when accepting online banking and thus added another dimension to the TAM model by introducing Perceived Credibility to the discussed earlier Perceived Usefulness and Perceived Ease of Use.

Thus Perceived Credibility is expected to influence Perceived Ease of Use, have an effect on the Attitude Towards Using online banking and also affect Behavioural Intention to Use.

**Generational Differences in use of technology.**

Since the introduction of digital technologies and its growing influence on the everyday life, many claims have been made of a new generation of ‘digital natives’ and their perceived ease of use of modern technologies in all areas of their lives.

There is also an increasing evidence that these new generation people, born after 1980 (Tapscott, 2008) and especially after 1995 (Diu, 2015), have in fact grown up with digital and online technologies and hence have the skill and attitude enabling them to feel more at ease with the Internet-based solutions.

Various studies have been undertaken in recent years (Jones et.al., 2010; Thompson, 2013) that confirm that despite some heterogeneity amongst these generations, there is still some positive correlation between technology use and the new generation characteristics.

There are also studies (Perumal & Shanmugam, 2004) that find certain difficulties in attracting older generations to the online banking. This is especially true for those over 65.
Therefore it seems appropriate to assume that there will be some differences in the attitude towards using and also in the behavioural intention to use online banking services between different generations.

**Summary**

Based on the reviewed literature, below is the list of reasons as to why customers would not become active users of online banking services even after being introduced to it:

- no access to internet, connectivity issues;
- no access to devices;
- not feeling safe using online services;
- limited understanding of how to use online banking services;
- lack of personal contact;
- no incentive to use online banking on a regular basis;
- not able to perform specific operations and transactions;
- not comfortable using the internet;
- habit;
- cultural aspects;
- time consumption;
- need to control the process;
- lack of or/and negative experience;
- social influence.

In summary, the suggested modified TAM seems to be appropriate to be used as a basis for this study. I also hypothesize some generational differences in the perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use and perceived credibility with some degree of variation inside the groups.

**METHOD**

Data for this study is currently being collected using a survey. A sample of around 200 responses from UK users is hoped to be collected. The aim is to have a well distributed sample covering all generations, education and income.

The questionnaire was designed following a literature review of similar studies. The questions cover four main categories: perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, perceived credibility and attitude towards using online banking services. There are also open ended questions to pick up any important factors, which have not been identified during the literature review stage.

Likert scales are used ranging in five steps from ‘strongly agree’ to ‘strongly disagree’, with most questions also including a ‘not sure’ option to allow for any uncertainties when answering questions.

To be consistent with previous studies using a similar model (Davis, 1993, Pikkarainen, 2018), the actual use of the information system is accepted as a measure of success, while online banking usage is seen as a dependent variable.

Collected data will be tested using factor analysis. Principal axis factoring with varimax rotation will be used as an extraction method to test the model. The model will be tested for suitability using Bartlett’s test.
CONCLUSIONS

There is growing number of studies and literature examining the acceptance of online banking as a regular service. Despite of the advances in technology and the fact that these services are widely available there is growing evidence that initial introduction to the system and even some experience of using online banking does not automatically lead to its regular use.

There is also growing evidence that different generations of users have certain characteristics which affects their use of technology and acceptance of internet-based services. Therefore it is vitally important to pay attention to these differences in order to understand the generational specifics affecting the acceptance of online banking to be able to increase the usage of these services.

There are many advantages of using online banking for both customers and providers, including convenience, cost and time saving etc. However, one of the most important factors affecting the decision not to use online banking on a regular basis is linked to fears over security and privacy. These concerns vary in intensity and magnitude for different groups of people, but nevertheless remain one of the most important constrains to the increase in regular online banking practice.

Therefore it is clearly important for the banks to be able to send positive consistent messages to the customers reassuring them of the security measures being taken to protect their identity and funds. However, this also needs to be customised for different groups of users and to be adopted for the different stages of adaptation of online banking by the banks themselves.

This study will add to the existing literature on the subject and also highlight any differences between generations’ relation to perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness, perceived credibility and, as a result, to the attitude towards using online banking.
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